500 1000 Jackson State stu in front of college
girl had gotten hit by a car, by white guy
Jrse and he forced off scene with carbines
kids yelling "every night until we get a light" -- no stop light there
at crossing to girls dorm
been throwing bricks and bottles at every white car that passes
couple police hit - 5 motorcycles
four Negro cops at scene of dem.
white cops stopped at beginning of college and were directing cars
away, especially white cars
may be chance to organize
girl has broken hip

Dorie Ladner's been attending Beckwith trial regularly
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee grew out of the sit-in movement which swept the South in early 1960. In August 1961 SNCC launched its first voter registration project in three black belt counties in southern Mississippi. By October of that year, SNCC workers had gone to Albany, Georgia and surrounding counties, and precipitated the protests of the Albany Movement.

SNCC's staff is paid subsistence wages, and numbers about 130. The Coordinating Committee is made up of representatives from 20 affiliated local protest groups from Maryland.